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I. Subject:   JOU 1100 (Basic Reporting) and HUM 1020 (Humanities) 

Topic:  Deering Estate – Teaming Building on Old Cutler Road and the Water 

Grade:   College Level 

Time:  One 50-minute, interdisciplinary lesson looking at architecture styles in 

old South Florida and basic reporting techniques, followed by a Saturday 

morning drive down Old Cutler Road to Deering Estate with a team-

building kayaking excursion on the water   

 

II. Goal: In this interdisciplinary lesson, students will briefly review the architecture chapter in 

Perceiving the Arts: An Introduction to the Humanities, 10
th

 edition by Dennis J. Sporre and 

the basic forms of a news story in Chapter Two of Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching 

Method, 8
th

 edition by Carole Rich. After the classroom discussion, they will spend a 

Saturday morning together heading down Old Cutler Road to Deering Estate, where they will 

take a brief tour of the two buildings then go on a team-building kayaking adventure on the 

water. Finally, they write a discipline-appropriate piece about the experience, either a news 

report or editorial for the journalism class or a reflective humanities essay on art/architecture 

along the water. In addition, they will commit to one action to help improve the resiliency of 

their community. 

  

III. Instructional Objectives: Students will: 

 

1. learn about the different reporting writing forms in Chapter Two of Writing and 

Reporting News: A Coaching Method, 8
th

 edition by Carole Rich 

2. quickly discuss key concepts in the architecture chapter of Perceiving the Arts: 

An Introduction to the Humanities, 10
th

 edition by Dennis J. Sporre – they will 

discuss how well designed old South Florida homes were to deal with the heat 

and storms of the region in a time before air conditioning, reinforced concrete 

and hurricane-proof windows 

3. learn about how students in a different discipline approach looking at a new 

environment (what do the journalism students pick up on first about the 

Saturday excursion versus the impressions of the humanities students?) 

4. work in teams to kayak together at Deering Estate  

5. discuss what they will write for the next class to convey these ideas (this can be 

either a journalism piece, such as an interview with a local authority or an 

editorial on resilience for the newspaper OR a more creative humanities-type of 

writing piece, such as a short story or poem on the issue or an architecture 

review of the home) 

6. during the discussion, students will practice the listening techniques in Chapter 

2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability (they don’t have to read 

this, the professor will briefly explain the techniques) 

 

IV. Content Outline:  
 

1. What are some of the different reporting and journalism writing forms? Scan the 

chapter and know how to distinguish a news story from an editorial opinion 



piece, etc. AND from an advertorial or “native advertising” (an ad written as if 

it were a hard news story) 

2. Define some of the basic architecture terms, especially those that might have 

implications for living comfortably in an era before air conditioning, screened-

in porches and mosquito spraying 

3. Think of ways you can help make a difference to ensure that future generations 

can enjoy Deering Estate, the drive down Old Cutler Road and the beauty of 

kayaking on the water. Is it by volunteering to help keep invasive species of 

plants from taking over the property, helping research how to prevent rising seas 

from inundating Old Cutler Road, thinking of ways for public transportation to 

decrease the congestion along the single-lane road so that traffic doesn’t come 

to a standstill? What concrete thing can you commit to and do in the next week 

or by semester’s end? Even discussing this with a couple of people very 

different from you will count (if you are someone who is not an outdoors-type, 

talk with someone who is. If you are an avid kayaker already, talk with someone 

who loves new condos and big developments about the beauty of rustic Old 

Cutler and the importance of keeping some areas undeveloped. If your major is 

nursing, try talking with someone studying engineering about the concept of 

exercise, health and time spent in nature and on the water) 

 

V. Instructional Strategies 

 

Warm-up:   
The professor will briefly describe the techniques of effective listening described in 

Chapter 2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability (five minutes) 

 

Activities: 

 

1. Having scanned the chapters in Perceiving the Arts: An Introduction to the 

Humanities, 10
th

 edition by Dennis J. Sporre and Writing and Reporting News: A 

Coaching Method, 8
th

 edition by Carole Rich, one student from the humanities class 

and one from the reporting class will write key terms on the whiteboard that will be 

applicable to today’s lesson (five minutes) 

2. The students will listen to the professor discuss the planned Saturday outing to 

Deering Estate and take notes on what they hear (10 minutes) 

3. Students will pair up with one student from Basic Reporting and one from the 

Humanities class to discuss their thoughts about what they expect to find/observe in 

their drive down Old Cutler Road, their tour of Deering and their kayaking 

experience. Each student will have five minutes to be the speaker and five the 

listener. Are they familiar with Old South Florida? Have they kayaked before? Do 

they know anything about the Tequesta Indians who lived in South Florida before 

Deering was constructed? Have they been to Vizcaya for a frame of reference of how 

another brother lived very lavishly. (10 minutes)  

4. Several students will volunteer to share their ideas with the class, as one of the 

students writes the ideas on the whiteboard (five minutes) 

5. Students will then go on the Saturday fieldtrip. 

6. For the next class, they will write either a humanities reflective essay or a journalism 

report or editorial.  They will also pick an activity they would like to commit to, 

perhaps volunteering at Deering later in the semester to remove invasive species from 

the property. 

7. Wrap up: Professor will re-iterate what the homework assignment is and answer 

questions about it (five minutes) 



 

Homework: After the Saturday excursion, write either a journalism piece or a creative 

writing piece about the fieldtrip (250 word minimum, unless it is a poem, which can be 

shorter) 

 

VI. Assessment: Students will be graded as pairs on their ability to listen effectively, both to 

their partner in the team exercise and to kayaking leaders Brittany Jones and Elias Horna. As 

individuals, they will receive a letter grade on the writing piece and either a complete or an 

incomplete on the commitment to action. 

 

VII. Materials:  

 

1. Chapter on architecture in Perceiving the Arts: An Introduction to the 

Humanities, 10
th

 edition by Dennis J. Sporre  

2. Intro on writing styles in Chapter Two of Writing and Reporting News: A 

Coaching Method, 8
th

 edition by Carole Rich  

3. Chapter 2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability  

 

VIII. Miami Dade College General Education Outcomes: 

 

Outcome #1: Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading and writing 

skills 

Outcome #4:  Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate and apply information 

Outcome #5: Demonstrate knowledge of diverse cultures, including global and 

historical perspectives  

Outcome #10: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of  

humans on the environment 

 

      HUM 1020 Course Competencies: 

Competency 1: The Student will demonstrate knowledge of the Humanities by:  

 a. Identifying perspectives, views and content of the Humanities in terms of architecture 

 b. Relating those issues to specific architecture terms to the Deering home design and  

 c. Recognizing the various forms that comprise the discipline 

 

          JOU 1100 Course Competencies: 

Competency 1: The Student will demonstrate knowledge of the various forms of journalism 

writing by:  

 a. Identifying different writing styles 

 b. Relating those styles to the journalism intention (inform for news story vs. influence 

for editorial piece vs. marketing/ad writing, which is designed to influence consumer 

behavior) 

c. Recognizing the various techniques used to write in these styles (reporting by 

interviewing two or more sources, researching news articles for an editorial piece) 

 


